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The place from Rockville offers 16 different dishes and drinks on the card at an average $10.7. What Evan
Fan likes about Cs New York Pizza:

Picked up my pizza and it was cold, not luke warm but actually cold like it?s been sitting out for a while. Showed
up about 15-20 minutes like she suggested so not really sure if I received premade pizza or someone?s order

that wasn?t picked up but there?s no way it should be that cold. Edit: Turns out there was a mix up on the order,
they called back right away to remediate the issue. Impressed by the customer servi... read more. What Steve in

Maryland doesn't like about Cs New York Pizza:
I'm absolutely shocked and appalled by all the good reviews for this pizza. One of you said it's the best in

Montgomery County??? We had the 18 inch NY style Pepperoni. I'm not from NY, but I can still tell you, that this
wasn't even close. 1:. You should be able to fold a slice, without the crust cracking in the center 2:. You should be

able to taste the sauce. 3. There should be a visible, noticeable amount of chee... read more. Crispy pizza is
baked hot from the oven at Cs New York Pizza in Rockville using a traditional method, and you can enjoy here

scrumptious American menus like Burger or Barbecue. One also cooks South American here with fresh seafood,
meat, as well as corn and rice.
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Appet�er�
QUART O' TATER TOTS $5.5

Mai� course�
TOPPINGS

Sala�
CAESAR SALAD

A Bi� o� th� Sid�
MOZZARELLA STICKS (6) $6.5

Salad�
CAESAR SALAD $9.5

GRILLED CHICKEN CAESAR
SALAD $14.5

P�z�
NY PIZZA 14 $14.5

NY PIZZA 18 $18.5

Su�
MEATBALL PARM SUB $11.0

CHEESESTEAK WITH WIZ $12.0

Popular Item�
BONELESS WINGS $7.5

TRADITIONAL WINGS $7.3

Ingredient� Use�
CHEESE

SAUSAGE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PIZZA

SALAD
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